6 weeks (excluding orientation) Entirely online
4-6 hours/week*

Orientation Module: Welcome to your program

Module 1: Navigating Transformational Change from the Human Perspective
Discover the key human challenges experienced through digital transformations with specific reference to the dimensions of the Transition-Curve framework

Module 2: Transitioning to New Roles
Explore the role changes requires to support organizational transformation.

Module 3: Shifting Capabilities
Explore the capabilities curve in the Transition-Curve Framework to improve how people are led through task changes within digital transformations.

Module 4: Shifting Emotions
Learn how to navigate the psychological responses to digitally driven change.

Module 5: A Complex Mix to Manage
Discover how to get the three dimensions of change working together.

Module 6: Mapping the Transition Journey
Predict change, learn from it, and practice how to confidently and successfully lead transformations.